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Explainable neural networks can be
used as new tools for disentangling
patterns of decadal climate
variability & change
MACHINE LEARNING
Hidden Layers

Numerous mechanisms have been proposed to explain the cause of the early
2000s global warming hiatus. However, understanding the predictability of this form
of decadal variability for future warming slowdowns remains uncertain.
Deep learning methods can extract and leverage nonlinear patterns across dataintensive spatial fields, which make them promising tools for revealing new insights
and sources of predictability in climate science.

Layer-wise relevance
propagation (LRP) composite
heatmaps for the slowdown
predictions (testing data; F1score = 0.4) compared to
composites of the ocean heat
content anomalies.
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INPUT
Maps of ocean heat content

The opportunity

OUTPUT
Slowdown?

Higher LRP values show areas of
greater importance for the
ANN’s slowdown predictions.
Blue boxes are outlined to
highlight the regions of the
Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation.

Slowdown onset predictions by
the ANN (red dashed line)
compared to the onset of
actual slowdown events in
observations (green bars).
(Are we in a hiatus now? J)

LRP composite heatmaps for
the correct slowdown
predictions in observations and
for the predicted future
slowdown event.

EXPLAINABILITY
How did it make
a prediction?

Again, higher LRP values
indicate greater relevance for
the ANN’s ultimate prediction.

NO
The conclusions
YES
Train 2-layer artificial neural network (ANN) on maps of anomalous ocean heat content (0-100 m) from the CESM2 Large Ensemble
(SSP3-7.0) to predict whether a slowdown will occur in the global mean surface temperature trend over the next 10 years

By leveraging patterns of anomalous upper ocean heat content, our ANN skillfully
predicts the onset of temporary slowdowns in decadal warming in a climate model
large ensemble and for the observed early 2000s global warming hiatus period.
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